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The infrared BBQ with a unique design & distinctive
features, by HEATSTRIP®. The CROSSRAY+ barbecue
is different than traditional barbecues. Instead of
charcoal or gas, the CROSSRAY+ barbecue uses
unique high intensity 3.1kW infrared burners.
Perfect sear & cooking from different angles with the
intensity and quality of charcoal and the
convenience of gas.

The CROSSRAY+ barbecue is available on the market
in two variants. The powerful and luxurious 2 burner
is a high quality barbecue in a compact size. The 4
burner CROSSRAY+ barbecue is a true all-rounder.
The 4 powerful burners, provide this barbecue a
large grillsurface for simultaneous grilling multiple
kinds of food. Both come with unique powerful
3.1kW infrared burners for the ultimate barbecue
experience. The 2 and 4 burner BBQ's are easy to
combine with the very beautiful kitchen modular
elements. Create your own luxury outdoor kitchen!

www.crossray.eu

Award Winning Design

Cooking with infrared technology is different to cooking with
traditional BBQ’s. It may take a few cooks to perfect it, but once you
experience it, you will never go back.

The ability to cook at higher temperatures does not mean that you
burn your food. CROSSRAY cooks evenly from inside out, while
traditional BBQ’s tend to burn the outside of the food, while leaving
the inside uncooked. As it cooks food more evenly, it does so much
quicker, leading to a faster cook, and using significantly less gas and
electricity.
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About Crossray

www.crossray.eu

CROSSRAY uses angled side burners that are built into the
BBQ. They are surface combustion ceramic burners and
located close to the grill, which enables a very high surface
temperature to be achieved. Additionally, there are no large
flames, which results in significantly less gas usage (up to
50% less). Also, the CROSSRAY burners provide complete
and even coverage over the entire cooking surface, so you
no longer need to worry about constantly moving the food
around due to hot and cold spots. Please refer to the below
heat maps for tested data.

Each BBQ is supplied as standard with grill plates. The
unique and patented design of the grill plates provides
protection to the burners from direct overhead fat drip and
splatter, which results in less smoke and dangerous flare-
ups. Hotplates are also available as an optional accessory.
With less flare-ups, cooking with a CROSSRAY is much more
enjoyable.

CROSSRAY gas BBQ’s are the only BBQ that can provide
controllable, even heat from 140°C (4 burner models) to
350°C+, while using 50% less gas than a conventional BBQ.
As it’s just like cooking over read hot coals, food cooks more
evenly and stays moist and juicier.
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Crossray 2 burner
Size: 62,5 x 50,5 x 56 cm (80
cm with open lid)
Cooking surface: 55 x 40 cm
Double walled lid, 304
stainless steel
2x 3,1kW infrared burners
2x ceramic grates, coated
cast iron
2-piece upper level cooking
area provides 60% more
cooking space
Electronic ignition
Built-in thermometer
Green LED buttons
Drip tray 
Fuel: propane or butan

Size: 140,5 x 50,5 x 125,5 cm
(149,5 cm with open lid)
Cooking surface: 55 x 40 cm
Double walled lid, 304
stainless steel
2x 3,1kW infrared burners
2x ceramic grates, coated
cast iron
2-piece upper level cooking
area provides 60% more
cooking space
Electronic ignition
Built-in thermometer
Green LED buttons
Drip tray 
Fuel: propane or butan
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Crossray 4 burner

Size: 91 x 51 x 56 cm (80 cm
with open lid)
Cooking surface: 85 x 40 cm
Double walled lid
4x 3,1kW infrared burners
3x ceramic grates (coated
cast iron)
2-piece upper level cooking
area provides 60% more
cooking space
Electronic ignition
Built-in thermometer
Drip tray Fuel: propane of
butane

Size: 169,5 x 50,5 x 125,5 cm
(149,5 with open lid)
Cooking surface: 85 x 40 cm
4x 3,1kW high intensity
ceramic infrared burners
3x ceramic grates from
enmalled cast iron
2-piece upper level cooking
area provides 60% more
cooking space
Electronic ignition
Built-in thermometer
304 Stainless Steel front and
rear body panels, lid, side
shelves and doors
Double walled lid
Cast aluminum side panels
Drip tray Fuel: propane or
butane

www.crossray.eu
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Kitchen module

Size: 1540 x 650 x 600 mm
1x cabinet to fit a Crossray+
2 burner built-in BBQ 
1x Cabinet + Benchtop
Material cabinets: black
powder coated steel
Material benchtop: sintered
stone
Double-walled doors
Doors have magnetic closure

Examples of combination

Size: 1540 x 650 x 600 mm
1x cabinet to fit a Crossray+
2 burner built-in BBQ 
1x Cabinet + Benchtop
Material cabinets: black
powder coated steel
Material benchtop: sintered
stone
Double-walled doors
Doors have magnetic closure

www.crossray.eu
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Kitchen module

Size: 2720 x 900 x 600 mm
1x side cabinet with sink and
faucet
1x side cabinet with fridge
and sintered stone top
(concrete effect)
1x kitchen module for a
Crossray+ 4-burner BBQ 
Material side cabinets: black
powder coated steel
Material benchtop: sintered
stone
Double-walled doors
Doors have magnetic closure
Cover for sink Including drain
hose

Examples of combination

Size: 2720 x 900 x 600 mm
1x side cabinet with sink and
faucet
1x side cabinet with sintered
stone worktop (concrete
effect)
1x kitchen module for a
Crossray+ 4-burner BBQ 
Material side cabinets: black
powder coated steel
Material benchtop: sintered
stone
Double-walled doors
Doors have magnetic closure
Cover for sink Including drain
hose

www.crossray.eu
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Single module items 

Size: 920 x 640 x 600 mm
Material cabinet: black
powder coated steel
Material benchtop: sintered
stone
Double-walled doors
Doors have magnetic closure

Fridge module
Worktop module
Sink module

Element where Crossray  is on top
     is an seperate item. See spec list

www.crossray.eu
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Accessories

Rotisserie

Cast iron plancha

Covers 2 and 4 burner

Built-in brackets for 2 and 4
burner

      - Built-in and Trolley models

www.crossray.eu
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Weight & Measurements
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